Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to understand the role of twin boundaries on deformation behaviour of body-centred cubic (BCC) iron (Fe) nanopillars. The twin boundaries varying from one to five providing twin boundary spacing in the range 8.5 -2.8 nm were introduced perpendicular to the loading direction. The simulation results indicated that the twin boundaries in BCC Fe play a contrasting role during deformation under tensile and compressive loadings. During tensile deformation, a large reduction in yield stress was observed in twinned nanopillars compared to perfect nanopillar. However, the yield stress exhibited only marginal variation with respect to twin boundary spacing. On the contrary, a decrease in yield stress with increase in twin boundary spacing was obtained during compressive deformation. This contrasting behaviour originates from difference in operating mechanisms during yielding and subsequent plastic deformation. It has been observed that the deformation under tensile loading was dominated mainly by twin growth mechanism, due to which the twin boundaries offers a negligible resistance to slip of twinning partials. This is reflected in the negligible variation of yield stress as a function of twin boundary spacing. On the other hand, the deformation was dominated by nucleation and slip of full dislocations under compressive loading. The twin boundaries offer a strong repulsive force on full dislocations resulting in the yield stress dependence on twin boundary spacing. Further, it has been observed that the curved twin boundary can acts as a source for full dislocation. The occurrence of twin-twin interaction during tensile deformation and dislocation-twin interaction during compressive deformation were presented and discussed.
no longer possesses the mirror symmetry. In view of different interface energies and twin boundary structures, the effect of twin boundaries in BCC systems may be different than that in FCC systems. For the first time, an attempt has been made in the present investigation to study the influence of twin boundaries on the deformation behaviour under tensile and compressive loadings in BCC nanopillars using atomistic simulations.
An examination of the deformation behaviour of twinned nanopillars also offers valuable insights into twintwin and dislocation-twin interactions. In FCC metals, the dislocation-twin boundary and twin-twin interactions are well understood, and can be described by the notation of double Thompson tetrahedron [20, 21] . Depending on dislocation character and applied stress, various reactions such as dislocation transmission across the twin boundary, sessile stair-rod formation, dislocation incorporation into twin boundaries leading to twin growth or detwinning and dislocation multiplication have been observed in FCC systems [16, 20, 21] . The absence of such simplified notation and non-planer core of screw dislocations along with the presence of twinning-antitwinning sense on {112} planes make it difficult to understand the dislocations-twin boundary interactions in BCC metals.
There are only a couple of studies pertaining to the dislocation-twin and twin-twin interactions in BCC metals [22] [23] [24] . In view of the above observations, the present paper is aimed at understanding the role of twin boundaries and the mechanisms responsible for strengthening or softening behaviour in BCC Fe nanopillars. It is also aimed at characterising the twin-twin and dislocation-twin interactions observed during the deformation. The twin boundaries have been introduced perpendicular to the loading direction and number of twin boundaries varied from one to five with corresponding twin boundary spacing in the range 2.8 -8.5 nm. The stress-strain behaviour and the variations in yield strength and deformation mechanism with respect to twin boundary spacing and loading mode have been discussed. BCC Fe nanopillars with different twin boundary spacings considered in this study along with perfect nanopillar are shown in Figure 1 . Since the present study focuses on the effect of twin boundary spacing on deformation behaviour and therefore, the effects associated with nanopillar size, aspect ratio and temperature have not been considered. Upon completion of equilibrium process, the deformation under tensile and compressive loadings was carried out in a displacement controlled mode at a constant strain rate of 1 × 10 8 s −1 by imposing displacements to atoms along the nanopillar length that varied linearly from zero at the bottom to a maximum value at the top layer. The average stress is calculated from the Virial expression [35] . The atoms are coloured according to the centro-symmetry parameter [27] .
The Burgers vectors of full dislocations were determined using Dislocation extraction algorithm (DXA) developed by Stukowski [36] as implemented in OVITO [37] . However, the identification of Burgers vector of partial/twinning dislocations gliding on the twin boundary in BCC system is challenging. This is mainly because the Burgers circuit of twinning dislocation passes through the twin boundary at which the crystal orientation changes. Therefore, the reference frame for the Burgers vector analysis is no longer the perfect lattice, but is a bicrystal containing a perfect twin boundary [36] . Due to this difficulty, the DXA or OVITO packages failed to detect the Burgers vectors of partial dislocations and the type of dislocation intersection. We have assigned the Burgers vector of partial/twinning dislocations in BCC Fe based on the experimental observations of Paxton [38] .
Generally in BCC systems, the 1/6<111> type of partial dislocations are responsible for twinning mechanism [17] .
Therefore, we have taken 1/6<111> as the Burgers vector of partial dislocations gliding along the twin boundary.
Finally, the type of twin-twin intersection is identified based on the common line of intersection [39] . If m and n are the plane normals of the two interacting twins, the intersection type is the vector corresponding to their common intersection line, and is given by the cross product of m and n [23] .
Results

Stress-strain behaviour
The stress-strain behaviour of BCC Fe nanopillars under tensile loading containing one, two, three and five twin boundaries along with the perfect nanopillar is shown in Figure 2 . All the nanopillars exhibited linear elastic deformation at small strains followed by nonlinearity at higher strains, i.e. ε > 0.05. The modulus evaluated from the linear elastic regime displayed insignificant variations and this indicated that the elastic modulus is not influenced by the presence of twin boundaries. Following elastic deformation, the large and abrupt drop in flow stress signifying the occurrence of yielding in the perfect and twinned nanopillars is seen in Figure 2 . In BCC Fe, introduction of twin boundaries resulted in the significant reduction in yield stress compared to that in perfect nanopillar. Similarly, a decrease in the strain to yielding has also been observed in the twinned nanopillars. The yield stress exhibited only marginal variation with respect to twin boundary spacing as shown in Figure 3 . For comparison, the yield stress of perfect nanopillar is shown as horizontal line in Figure 3 . Following yielding, the perfect nanopillar exhibited nearly a constant and low flow stress during plastic deformation up to large strains.
Contrary to this, the nanopillars containing one and two twin boundaries displayed a gradual decrease in the flow stress with increase in plastic deformation. A rapid decrease in flow stress with increase in plastic strain was observed for nanopillars having three and five twin boundaries. Further, the nanopillars having three and five twin boundaries shows higher flow stress with significant fluctuations at low plastic strains. A general decrease in strain to failure has been obtained in the twinned nanopillars compared to that in the perfect nanopillar. Figure 4 shows the stress-strain behaviour of perfect and twinned BCC Fe nanopillars under compressive loading. It can be seen that the defect free nanopillar exhibits perfect linear elastic deformation, while the twinned nanopillars display linear elastic deformation at small strains followed by non-linear elastic deformation at high strains. In addition to this, the perfect nanopillar exhibited higher elastic modulus than those observed for twinned nanopillars. Following elastic deformation, the nanopillars displayed yielding characterised by an abrupt drop in flow stress. However, the drop in flow stress during yielding under compressive loading ( Figure 4) has been significantly lower than those under tensile loading ( Figure 2 ). Under compressive deformation, decrease in yield stress in the presence of a single twin boundary followed by an increase in yield stress with increase in the number of twin boundaries has been observed. Finally, the yield stress attains a value closer (with three twin boundaries) or marginally higher (with five twin boundaries) than that in the perfect nanopillar ( Figure 5 ). In general, under compressive loading, all the nanopillars displayed large oscillations and gradual decrease in flow 
Deformation behaviour under tensile loading
The evolution of atomic configurations at various stages of deformation during the tensile loading of the <112> perfect and twinned BCC Fe nanopillars has been analysed using centro-symmetry parameter [27] . It has been observed that the deformation is dominated mainly by the nucleation of twin embryo from the corner during yielding followed by twin growth during plastic deformation. In the detailed investigation performed on <112>
perfect BCC Fe nanowires, it has been demonstrated that the yielding and subsequent plastic deformation occur by twinning mechanism along with minor dislocation slip activity [33] . Due to deformation twinning, the original <112> nanowire with {111} and {110} surfaces transforms to <100> nanowire with {100} lateral surfaces [33] .
Similar to perfect nanopillar, the deformation in twinned nanopillars is dominated by the twinning and associated partial dislocation mechanism. Figure 6 shows the deformation behaviour under the tensile loading of BCC Fe However, few important differences were noticed in nanopillars containing two, three and five twin boundaries.
It can be seen that in nanopillar containing two twin boundaries, the twinning occurs only in two grains and no activity of slip is observed in any grain ( Figure 9 (a)). Moreover, the operative twin systems in these two grains are symmetrical with respect to twin boundary. In contrast, in nanopillars containing three and five twin boundaries, considerable activity of full dislocations is also observed (Figure 9 (b) and (c)). This full dislocation activity is aided by twin-twin interactions. Furthermore, the change in twin boundary spacing increases with increase in the number of twin boundaries. In addition, in nanopillars containing five twin boundaries, the twin boundary spacing has become uneven due to continuous glide of parallel twinning partials ( Figure 9 (c)). Upon increasing strain, the deformation is mainly concentrated at the twin boundaries in all the nanopillars, leading to the occurrence of necking close to one of the twin boundaries ( Figure 9 ).
As the deformation under tensile loading of twinned nanopillars is dominated by twinning mechanism, it can offers an insights into twin-twin interactions. Figure 10 shows the twin-twin interactions under the tensile loading of twinned nanopillars observed in present study. Initially, the twin embryo consisting of many partial dislocations nucleates from the corner of the nanopillar and propagates towards the initial twin boundary ( Figure   10 Upon increasing strain, the lattice near the twin-twin intersection is highly distorted (Figure 10(f) ). The full dislocations thus nucleated, glide on the plane symmetrical with respect to the plane of nucleated deformation twin.
Deformation behaviour under compression
The deformation behaviour under the compressive loading of perfect and twinned BCC Fe nanopillars is dominated mainly by the slip of full dislocations. Figure 11 shows the deformation behaviour of perfect BCC Fe nanopillar oriented in <112> axis under compressive loading. It can be seen that the yielding occurs by the nucleation of 1/2<111> full dislocations from the corner of the nanopillar (Figure 11(a) ). Following yielding, the plastic deformation is entirely dominated by the slip of full dislocations. Due to glide of 1/2<111> screw dislocations, the straight and curved slip steps were observed on surface of the nanopillar (Figure 11(b) ). Furthermore, the formation of large number of point defects can be seen in Figure 11 (b). The non-conservative motion of dislocations leads to the creation of point defects such as vacancies and/or interstitials [32] . The typical atomic configurations representing plastic deformation under compressive loading of twinned nanopillars containing two twin boundaries are shown in Figure 12 . The onset of yielding is characterised by the nucleation of dislocation loop originating from the corner of the nanopillar (Figure 12(a) ). The DXA analysis [36] indicated that the dislo- plane interacts with the initial twin boundary on [112] plane and produces a <012> type twin-twin intersection. <012> twin-twin intersection is obtained as the cross product of (112) and (1-1-2). The full dislocation emission from the twin-twin interaction can be seen in (c) and (d). The atoms are coloured according to the centro-symmetry parameter [27] . The perfect BCC atoms and the front surface are removed for clarity. cation loop has a Burgers vector 1/2<111> representing full dislocations in BCC system. Following nucleation, the dislocation loop expands in diameter and the part of the loop is annihilated at the free surface, while the remaining part is blocked at twin boundary ( Figure 12(b) ). This indicates that the twin boundaries in BCC Fe nanopillars are effective barriers for dislocation motion. With the increase in stress, the blocked dislocation penetrates the twin boundary and comes out as a loop in the next grain (Figure 12(c) ). During this process of nucleation and propagation, the accumulation of large of number of straight screw dislocations can be seen at higher strains in all the nanopillars (Figure 13(a)-(d) ). The accumulation process of straight screw dislocations in BCC nanowires has also been demonstrated in our earlier investigation [32] . It has been observed that the dislocation loop initially nucleated from the corner consists of edge as well as screw components. In view of higher mobility of edge dislocations, the edge component of mixed dislocations easily escapes to the surface resulting in the accumulation of screw dislocations. In nanopillars containing one and two twin boundaries, accumulation of long and straight screw dislocations has been observed ( Figure 13 (a) and (b)), while nanopillars having three and five twin boundaries, accrual of comparatively smaller screw dislocations have been noticed (Figure 13(c) and (d)). Furthermore, due to dislocation blockage by twin boundaries, the formation of hairpin-like dislocations has been observed during compressive deformation of twinned nanopillars with higher number of twin boundaries ( Figure 13(d) ). Generally, the dislocations that glide in hairpin-like configuration are known as hairpin dislocations and this kind of dislocations have also been observed in twinned FCC nanocrystalline materials [40] . The atoms are coloured according to the centro-symmetry parameter [27] . The perfect BCC atoms and the front surface are removed for clarity. The atoms are coloured according to the centro-symmetry parameter [27] . The perfect BCC atoms and the front surface are removed for clarity.
Since the deformation of twinned nanopillars under the compressive loading is dominated by the full dislocations, it can offers an insights into dislocation-twin boundary interactions. In the present investigation, the dislocation-twin interactions have been observed for all the nanopillars under compressive loading. The direct transmission of 1/2<111> full dislocation across the twin boundary without any deviation in glide plane is shown in Figure 14 . Initially, 1/2<111> full dislocation loop nucleates from the corner of nanopillar during yielding and grows with deformation ( Figure 14(a) ). Once the part of the dislocations reaches the twin boundary, the dislocation line becomes parallel to the intersection line of the glide plane and twin boundary (Figure 14(b) ).
With the increase in strain, this dislocation passes through the twin boundary and glides on the plane parallel to the initial glide plane (Figure 14(c) ). In addition to full dislocation directly transmitting through the twin boundary ( Figure 14) , another operating mechanism of dislocation transmission across the twin boundary is shown in Figure 15 . In this case, the dislocation comes out of the twin boundary and glides on a plane symmetrical to the initial glide plane (Figure 15(a)-(c) ). The viewing direction is <111> and the atoms are coloured according to the centro-symmetry parameter [27] . The perfect BCC atoms and the front surface are removed for clarity. boundary. The viewing direction is <111> and the atoms are coloured according to the centro-symmetry parameter [27] . The perfect BCC atoms and the front surface are removed for clarity.
Twin boundary as a dislocation source
Under the tensile deformation of twinned BCC Fe nanopillars, it has been observed that the nucleated twin boundary can often be of curved nature and edge of this curved twin boundary can acts as a source for nucleation of full dislocations. Figure 16 shows pictorial view of full dislocation emission from the curved twin boundary.
Initially, 1/6<111> partial dislocation labelled as '1' nucleates and glides along the curved twin boundary ( Figure   16(a) ). The motion of this partial dislocation is prevented at the edge of the twin boundary, and at the same time, another partial dislocation labelled as '2' nucleates and approaches towards the edge of twin boundary ( Figure 16(b) ). These two partial dislocations combine and form a 1/3<111> partial dislocation labelled as '1 + 2' in Figure 16 twin boundary. The nucleation of dislocation from the edge of the curved twin boundary is associated with the reduction in the thickness of twin (Fig. 16a-f ).
Discussion
Non-linear elastic deformation
In tensile loading, all the nanopillars exhibited the non-linear elastic deformation at high elastic strains (Figure 2 ), while in compressive loading only twinned nanopillars displayed non-linear behaviour (Figure 4 ). The nanopillar without twin boundary under compressive loading showed perfectly linear elastic deformation (Figure 4 ). In the past, many atomistic simulations studies have shown that the elastic deformation of various FCC and BCC metallic nanowires is non-linear at high elastic strains under different loading conditions [33, 41] . The non-linear elastic deformation observed at high strains in the present investigation can be attributed to the nature of inter-atomic forces in BCC Fe nanowires [33] . At small atomic distances, the inter-atomic forces vary linearly with inter-atomic distance and this reflects in a linear elastic deformation at small strains. However, at higher atomic distances, the inter-atomic force varies non-linearly and this leads to the appearance of non-linear elastic deformation at high strains. Due to negligible defect density and high surface effects, the defect nucleation in the pristine nanowires requires high elastic strains compared to their bulk counterparts. As a result, the nonlinear elastic deformation is observed mainly in materials at nanoscale. The observed non-linearity in elastic deformation results as a consequence of the ability of the nanowires to undergo large elastic deformation. In general, all the nanopillars under tensile and compressive loadings have shown large elastic strains except perfect nanopillar showing comparatively small elastic strain under compressive loading.
Effect of twin boundary spacing on yield stress
The yield stress as a function of twin boundary spacing exhibiting contrasting behaviour under tensile and compressive loadings has been observed in BCC Fe nanopillars. During tensile deformation, the yield stress displays negligible variation with respect to twin boundary spacing (Figures 2 and 3) , while a significant decrease in yield strength with increasing twin boundary spacing has been observed under compressive loading ( Figures   4 and 5) . The observed variations in yield stress with respect to twin boundary spacing under tensile and compressive loadings are in agreement with those reported in twinned FCC nanopillars [12] [13] [14] [15] . In twinned FCC nanopillars, the strengthening and negligible influence of twin boundary spacing was explained using the hard and soft modes of deformation [11, 42] . In BCC Fe nanopillars, this contrasting behaviour in the yield stress variations can arise mainly from the difference in yielding and subsequent plastic deformation mechanisms under tensile and compressive loadings. The observed deformation mechanisms are summarised schematically in Figure   17 . Since the deformation under tensile loading is dominated by the twinning partial dislocations (Figures 6-9 ), the glide plane and the Burgers vector of this partials can either have an inclination or parallel with respect to twin boundary (Figure 17(a) ). In case of an inclination, the repulsive force on the partial dislocations is smaller than that of full dislocations and as a result, the yield stress under tensile loading exhibits weaker dependence on twin boundary spacing. In other case, where the glide plane and the Burgers vector of partial dislocations are parallel to twin boundaries (Figure 17(a) ), the twin boundary spacing has a insignificant role on yield stress due to negligible repulsive force [11, 42] . On the other hand, when the deformation is dominated by full dislocations under compressive loading (Figures 12 and 13) , the slip plane and the Burgers vector of full dislocations have an inclination with respect to the twin boundary ( Figure 17(b) ). This mode of deformation is known as hard mode in FCC nanopillars [11] . In this mode, the twin boundaries exert strong repulsive force on full dislocations and also influence the resistance to dislocation slip. The repulsive force on the dislocations increases upon decreasing twin boundary spacing and as a result, the yield stress increases with the decrease in twin boundary spacing. The yield stress of twinned nanopillars under tensile loading is much lower than the yield stress of perfect nanopillar (Figure 3) , while in compression the strength values are comparable for small spacing (i.e. nanopillars having three and five twin boundaries) and lower, for large spacing ( Figure 5 ). This difference in yield stress between perfect and twinned nanopillars arises mainly from the structure of twin boundary. With Mendelev EAM potential, the twin boundary in BCC Fe has a displaced or isosceles structure [31, 33, 34] , where the upper grain is displaced with respect to the lower grain parallel to the boundary plane by the vector 1/12<111>. This extra step was observed experimentally in BCC Mo [43, 44] , but not in BCC Fe. In BCC Fe, it has been reported that the twin boundary posses a reflection structure [45, 46] . In twinned nanopillars, this extra step can acts as a nucleation site for a twin embryo, while in perfect nanopillars, the twin embryo nucleates from the corner. Due to this extra step, the defect nucleation in the twinned nanopillars is easier than in perfect nanopillar. Under compressive loading, the observed low yield stress values for higher twin boundary spacing (i.e. nanopillars with one and two twin boundaries) can arise from the presence of such step. Further, the observed yield stress values for low twin boundary spacing (i.e. nanopillars with three and five twin boundaries) comparable to perfect nanopillar can be ascribed to the combined effects associated with repulsive force and step.
Flow stress and tension-compression asymmetry
Following yielding under tensile loading, the <112> perfect nanopillar exhibits nearly constant low flow stress arising from the dominance of twin growth or twin boundary migration. It has been demonstrated that when the deformation is dominated by twinning mechanism in BCC Fe nanowires with <100>, <112> and <102>
orientations, the twin growth/twin boundary migration remains a self-driven process and this results in nearly constant low flow stress [31, 33] . In general, deformation twinning spreads in the majority of gauge length in perfect nanopillars giving rise to large ductility. In twinned nanopillars, the gauge length portion participating during tensile deformation decreases with the increase in the number of twin boundaries or decrease in twin boundary spacing (Figures 6 and 9) . As a result, the nanopillars containing one and two twin boundaries display gradual decrease in flow stress, well-defined necking and lower tensile ductility ( Figures 2 and 9(a) ). In case of nanopillars having three and five twin boundaries, more and more localised deformation leads to intense necking, [30, 33] . In BCC nanowires, tension-compression asymmetry has been demonstrated for yield stress [33, 47] as well for the operating deformation mechanism [30, 33, 48] . It has been shown that the tension-compression asymmetry in deformation mechanisms in BCC Fe nanowires results as a consequence of twinning-antitwinning sense of 1/6<111> partial dislocations on {112} planes under the opposite loading conditions [30, 33, 47] .
Twin-twin and dislocation-twin interactions
The plastic deformation and the associated flow stress in polycrystalline materials are mainly controlled by the interaction between dislocations and grain boundaries. Here, we discuss the twin-twin and dislocation-twin interactions observed during deformation in the twinned nanopillars. In BCC metals, the twin-twin interactions have been classified based on their common line of intersection [39] . The observed <021> type twin intersection is in agreement with the fact that in BCC metals, there are only five types of probable twin-twin intersections, namely <011>, <012>, <113>, <111> and <135> [39] . In <021> type twin intersection, the 1/2<111>
full dislocation may also originate in the neighbouring grain by the coalescence of 1/6<111> twinning partial dislocations ( Figure 10(d) -(e)). Along with full dislocations, the nucleation of twinning partials gliding along the initial twin boundary leads to the twin boundary migration. In agreement with the present study, Ohja et al. [23] characterised <110>, <113> and <210> types twin-twin intersections in BCC Fe using experiments and molecular dynamics simulations.
The dislocation nucleation from the edge of curved twin boundary observed in the present investigation ( Figure   16 ) is interesting, and this is in agreement with those obtained experimentally by Hull [49] in BCC Fe and Wang et al. [48] in BCC W using MD simulations. In BCC metals, the twin boundary or the twin-matrix interface can have different shapes such as lenticular, flame-like structure and complicated fine structure of serrations [50] .
The edges or the serrations can acts as a stress concentration site. In order to relieve this localised stress, full dislocation nucleates from the edges of the curved twin boundary and glide on {110} plane [49] .
The dislocation-twin boundary interactions during deformation under compressive loading reveal that the dislocation can either directly transmits through the twin boundary without any deviation in the glide plane ( Figure 14) or it can transmits to symmetrical plane in the neighbouring grain ( Figure 15 ). Mrovec et al. [22] examined the dislocation-twin boundary interactions in BCC tungsten using Finnis-Sinclair and bond order potential. Depending on inter-atomic potential, dislocation character and its glide plane, various reactions such as dislocation splitting into three twinning partials along the twin boundary, twin boundary destruction and disintegration close to absorption site, the dislocation embedding in the twin boundary, and the direct transmission of the dislocations have been observed [22] . In BCC metals, three {112} and three {110} planes have the same <111> zone axis (Figure 18(a) ). Interestingly, this arrangement of glide planes remains same across the twin boundary ( Figure 18(b) ). In view of this similarity in the slip planes, dislocation once passes through the twin boundary can either glide on symmetrical plane or can directly comes out in the neighbouring grain without any deviation in the glide plane. The inserted atomic snapshots in Figure 18 for <100>-tension, <110> and <111>-compression, while dislocation slip is observed for <112>-tension and compression. In agreement with this experimental study, the Mendelev EAM potential predicts deformation twinning for <100>-tension and <110>-compression and dislocation slip for <112>-compression in BCC Fe nanowires/nanopillars [33] . However, it predicts twinning for <112>-tension [33] , which is in contrast with the experimental observations [48] . Similarly, the mechanism of twin nucleation and growth, and twin boundary as a source of full dislocation nucleation observed in the present investigation using Mendelev EAM potential are in agreement with those observed experimentally [48, 49] . Further, in agreement with experimental results, the MD simulation results using Mendelev EAM potential also described the various twin-twin interactions and twin migration stress in BCC Fe [23] .
Conclusions
Molecular dynamics simulations performed on twinned BCC Fe nanopillars indicated that the twin boundaries have a contrasting role under tensile and compressive loadings. Under tensile loading, the yield stress has been almost independent of twin boundary spacing, while under compressive loading, the yield stress showed strong dependence on twin boundary spacing. This contrasting behaviour in yield stress has been explained by repulsive force offered by the twin boundaries. Under tensile loading, deformation is dominated by the twin growth/twin boundary migration, where the initial twin boundary offers negligible repulsive force on the nucleation of twinning partials. Due to this, yield stress varies marginally as a function of twin boundary spacing.
In addition to twinning, minor activity of full dislocations and twin-twin interactions of <021> type have been observed during tensile deformation. It has been found that the edge of the curved twin boundary can acts as a source for the emission of full dislocations. It has been observed that the deformation under compressive loading is dominated by the slip of full dislocations, where the twin boundaries offer a strong repulsive force for the nucleation of full dislocations. This leads to the observed strong dependence of yield stress on twin boundary spacing. The dislocation-twin boundary interactions obtained under the compressive deformation of twinned nanopillars revealed that the dislocation can either directly transmit without any deviation in slip plane or it can transmit on symmetrical slip plane in the neighbouring grain.
